Mini Report
The Yachtsman, Hamworthy.
15/1/17
What excitement oozed at the preliminary down downs with so many
birthdays and record runs to celebrate to be followed by a virgin laid trail.
The Hares, Shitzoo and Lap Dancer hinted it would be a rewarding trail.
They were not wrong !!!! Little did we know then that the mini would be
well over 5 miles as we went along sea shores, through holiday parks,
around lakes and into a maze of paths around Upton Country Park.
The good news is that the ON ON bird could be heard once again all
around the coastal part of the trail and our resident Wessex Ornithologist
confirmed that the On On bird does have a wading webbed footed cousin,
which explains why some of the main ran straight into the sea.
An intricate trail with the Main continually running through the Mini and
all was well until the Hamworthy Caravan Park, by then the ON ON birds
had returned to their cliff ledges, the flour/dust became very sparse and
Hashers began to get lost. Shitzoo and her dog ushered the mini to a food
& drink stop joining the bemused main with all feasting on cheese and
potato pie. The time comes when all the best laid trails go Tits down, big
time. Once we had all climbed over the old railway embankment and all
had tumbled down the other side into various big heaps of bruised and
scratched limbs the main and the mini trails just vanished. The ‘where the
K9 are we’ calls were heard and it became very apparent that K9, yet
again, was the secret hare. Maybe he could be re-named as K9 Jokes.
Blow Job, Dribbler, with their student, Cream Crackered & someone
called Mary regrouped with Capt Oat’s platoon all seeking respite, refuge
& afternoon coffee at Upton House. Hopefully they will return sometime.
Meanwhile back at the Pub the Après Down downs included two
Harriet’s’ being named Hot Lips and Mataland respectively. Cod Piece
being awarded a Goblet for satisfying certain Hash international duties in
Poland, which we all secretly want to know about. The Wessex being a
Family Hash it was a lovely moment when two very young Harriet’s of
the future were named. ‘Phantom of the Opera’ and ‘The Runner’.
Much applause for Lap Dancer and her 1st trail but we requested that she
keeps all future trails down to at least one small lap of under 2 hours and
state the supervisor Shitzoo and her dog should have known a lot better.
Two Old Gits

